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The health sector: impossible to ignore



One prominent issue that concerns Europeans is 
health. They strongly desire the EU to address public 
health matters and effectively respond to future health 
threats through a unifi ed European policy. Recognising 
the magnitude of this task, Europeans understand that 
achieving such a policy would necessitate amending 
the Treaties of the EU.





If better data are a prerequisite to inform policies, the ultimate goal is to fulfi 
l the commitment to ensure access to healthcare, expressed in principle 16 
of the European Pillar of Social Rights. Enhancing solidary and equity of 
health coverage in the EU should be the overarching objective of a European 
Health Union. It is an ongoing challenge, requiring strong involvement and 
coordination of all member states.



Age-standardised rates∗ (per 
100,000) for all cancers 
excluding non-melanoma 
skin cancers by country and 
sex in Europe for 2020.

∗European standard 
population 2013, based on 
estimated number of new 
cases or deaths.

Source: Dyba T, Randi G, Bray F, Martos C, Giusti F, Nicholson N, Gavin A, Flego M, Neamtiu L, 
Dimitrova N, Negrão Carvalho R, Ferlay J, Bettio M. The European cancer burden in 2020: 
Incidence and mortality estimates for 40 countries and 25 major cancers. Eur J Cancer. 2021 
Nov;157:308-347. doi: 10.1016/j.ejca.2021.07.039. Epub 2021 Sep 21. PMID: 34560371; PMCID: 
PMC8568058.



Conclusion - no one left behind 
Much work has been done to tackle rare diseases, but even 
greater challenges lie ahead for Europe. Only when patients 
no longer have to wait for five or six years to get an 
accurate diagnosis (and sometimes pass away before 
reaching it), when high-quality, effective, integrated and 
coordinated treatments are given to at least 95% of 
patients (rather than a mere 5%), when patients and their 
families become happy and fully integrated members of our 
societies – only then will we have a right to say that we did 
not leave the most vulnerable behind.





Source: European Observatory on Health Systems and Policies, Greer, Scott 

L., Rozenblum, Sarah, Fahy, Nick, Brooks, Eleanor. et al. (2022). Everything 

you always wanted to know about European Union health policies but were 

afraid to ask, third, revised edition. World Health Organization. Regional 

Office for Europe. https://iris.who.int/handle/10665/354182

The new EU4Health budget for the 
years 2021-2027 is €5.3 billion, and 
therefore marks a considerable 
increase in comparison to budgets of 
previous periods. Nevertheless, 
proponents of a strong European 
health policy believe much more 
could be done. Even after this 
substantial increase, the budget will 
not exceed 1% of total annual public 
health expenditure of the EU member 
states.

https://iris.who.int/handle/10665/354182


Scenarios “a”, “b”, and “c” were listed:





Thank You
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